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CommentComment

Please get the new 508 regulations out as soon as possible.Please get the new 508 regulations out as soon as possible.

I work for a federal agency that is constantly introducing programs thatI work for a federal agency that is constantly introducing programs that
are either not accessible or only partially accessible to me as a totallyare either not accessible or only partially accessible to me as a totally
blind person. blind person. The programs that are provided to my sightedThe programs that are provided to my sighted
counterparts are programs that make their jobs faster to perform. counterparts are programs that make their jobs faster to perform. AndAnd
since it seems that the government now is all about speedtalking withsince it seems that the government now is all about speedtalking with
the most people and handling the most claims in the shortest timethe most people and handling the most claims in the shortest time
possible and as expeditiously as possibleIm not able to compete. possible and as expeditiously as possibleIm not able to compete. II
simply do not have the tools to do as quickly what they do. simply do not have the tools to do as quickly what they do. ThisThis
results in a lot of pressure on my part because I cant compete withresults in a lot of pressure on my part because I cant compete with
them and I often feel like I am failing my clients.them and I often feel like I am failing my clients.

Pleas ensure that the programs the government develops for thePleas ensure that the programs the government develops for the
sighted are usable by the blind as well.sighted are usable by the blind as well.

Thank you.Thank you.

Ann BrashAnn Brash
La Grange, IL La Grange, IL 
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